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Customers & Clients Want Only One Thing from You
Most of the people who pay for our products or services have a single basic 

expectation that can be expressed in seven words: “do what you say you will do.”

Customer retention can be tricky. 
Some will leave no matter how good 
you are, how well your product meets 
a customer’s needs, or how low your 
prices. 

Price is demonstrably the least 
important consideration because 
price is not a feature. It’s not a benefit. 
Surveys routinely show that price is 
not an issue when the customer sees 
value in the purchase. That’s not true 

for commodities, of course, where 
price is usually the deciding factor.

If you provide outstanding value, a 
customer may leave; but fail to provide 
outstanding value and a customer will 
leave. Communication is essential.

Giving It Away
even offering a free service isn’t enough to 
retain custoMers if you annoy theM. 

Here’s an example: My websites are 
on a shared service operated by Blue-
host. I can use the Bluehost mail server 
to send messages but each server is 
responsible for hundreds of websites 
and all outbound mail will display the 
same originating IP address. Antispam 
services examine IP addresses, so it 
takes only one bad actor among thou-
sands to get the IP address blacklisted.

When that happens, some email 
systems will reject mail from that 
address. This happens enough that I 
decided some years ago to use a sepa-
rate mail service.

Because I send few messages, I 
qualify for a free service offered by 
some bulk mailing services. I signed 
up for one and the process was flawless 
until one day I forwarded a message 
that contained a PayPal logo to a friend. 
The service incorrectly concluded that 
the message was fraudulent and they 
deactivated my account until I could 

prove to them that the message was 
legitimate. The process took almost 
one week, so I learned not to forward 
messages that might contain logos 
frequently used in scams.

Everything continued to work 
well until Friday the 13th of October 
when I received a message that said 
“it appears that your transactional 
account has been compromised. 
Our system interpreted some of the 
activity on your account as fraudu-
lent, thus leading to the suspension 
of your account pending a manual 
review.” The message they identified as 
a scam was both legitimate and impor-
tant. So that was the end of that busi-
ness relationship even though I had 
been using it for free.

Price is not the deciding factor. Had 
the service sent my “questionable” 
message to their internal customer 
service team for review, it would 
have been clear immediately that the 
message was not a scam. Instead, they 
allowed the automated system to shut 
down the account for nearly a week.

What Clients Want
retaining clients depends on doing what you 
said you will do, but it also depends on doing 
it right the first tiMe and it depends on not 
doing soMething stupid. here’s an exaMple 
of soMething stupid:

I had a question about a store’s 
operation and used the website’s 
Contact Us function to ask. Although 
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the question didn’t involve a serious 
problem, I did expect to receive an 
answer. The response finally came to 
my email inbox twenty-eight days later. 
It contained no information about my 
question.

So don’t do that. If a client or 
customer asks a question, it’s a rela-
tively safe assumption that they would 
like a response—preferably one that 
addresses the actual question.

A message on an internet service 
provider ’s Facebook page described 
how the writer was planning to move to 
a new house and had sent an address 
change notice to the company. 

A few days later, he had to call 
the ISP’s customer service depart-
ment when he couldn’t log on. “You 
ordered the account shut down,” they 
told him. How could anyone read an 

address-change letter and interpret it 
as a request to cancel the account?

Organizations sometimes create 
procedures and policies for their 
own benefit, not that of clients and 
customers. Any message that begins 

with the words “for your convenience” 
will almost certainly describe a policy 
that you will not view as being for your 
convenience.

Keeping Clients Happy
today’s custoMers expect MaxiMuM perfor-
Mance, extreMe service, and uncoMMon value. 

When you add value over and above 
their expectations, you win. Put the 
customer first and you are much more 
likely to stay first yourself.

A friend called her bank to protest 
a $35 credit card late-payment fee. 
Claiming that the fee was excessive 
and punitive, she said that it couldn’t 

possibly cost the bank $35 when her 
check arrives one day late. But the 
bank said the charge was justified 
because of the cost of “dealing with 
all the people who call protesting 
the charges.” Circular reasoning: See 
“Reasoning, circular.”

A bank that I no longer do busi-
ness with took two years to change my 
address, and did so only when I wrote 
to one of the VPs at the bank’s main 
office to explain that I was concerned 
that the bank was having such trouble 
with basic record keeping. I never 
received a reply, but the address was 
finally fixed.

Customers and clients expect 100% 
accuracy. Airline pilots should land 
at the right airport. Surgeons should 
perform operations on the correct part 
of the body of the right patient. House 
painters should use the paint color 
the homeowners selected. Delivery 
services should take packages to the 
right address. 

And so on.
We’re all expected to do the job 

we’re being paid to do accurately and 
on time. Is this asking too much? I 
think not. Ω
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